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Macroeconomic policies: 
how macro conditions and macro policies shape 
World Food Economy outcomes.

Topics:

1. Basics of macroeconomics

2. Sources of government revenue

3. Ag macro policies (and prices)



Why worry about macroeconomics in 
the World Food Economy? 

1. Macro policies are used directly as a tool to spur 
agriculture
• Fiscal policy

• Monetary policy

2. Macro policies implemented without considering 
the impacts on ag, or macro conditions external 
to ag, can deeply affect the ag sector



Macro policy objectives

• Keep inflation down (price stability – low, stable 
inflation)

• Stimulate growth in the economy or in a sector

• “Full” employment

• Distribute / redistribute income

• Correct past problems (i.e. service debts)

• React to changing world conditions

• Rent seeking (corruption)



Macroeconomic policy tools

Two main sets of tools:

1. Fiscal: taxes, expenditures, debt
Developing countries often go into debt because of 
pressing needs and limited tax revenue

2. Monetary: control of money supply and interest 
rate policy
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Basic macroeconomic accounting

Aggregate output  = Aggregate expenditures
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where 

• Y = the monetary value of national output or income

• P = prices of all goods and services produced

• Q = quantities of all goods and services produced

• C = national consumption expenditures of private sector

• I = national investment expenditure in private sector

• G = government expenditures on consumption and investment

• X,M = total value of exports and imports

Can be a tool for ag
investment



Recall the structural transformation



Source: Office of Management and Budget



US Ag (& related) spending

Source: CRS https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45974
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Countries like to borrow

From whom?
- Private lenders (e.g. purchasing bonds)
- World Bank, IMF
- Sovereign lenders. China > WB+IMF during 

financial crisis



Debt in developing countries

• Going into debt is normal
• Many pressing needs, limited revenues

• Capital is often limiting relative to land and labor. So 
borrowing capital can alleviate resource constraints

• International capital flows into developing 
countries for private investment



Excessive debt is problematic

• E.g., heavy borrowing in Latin America and Africa, 
1973-1981

• Crises began in 1982 due to the challenge of 
servicing these debts

• Impacts:
• Lower incomes in developing countries, 

• Over-extended banks in developed countries

• Trade effects



Post 1982 debt reform

• Rescheduling by officials and large banks

• Writing down and even forgiveness of debts

• IMF requires structural changes for new lending 
(“Structural Adjustment”)

• Developing countries import less and export more, 
rise in poverty



Solutions to debt problems

• Free up markets, so developing countries have 
more export opportunities

• Forgive debts (esp for the poorest countries)

• Reduce interest rates?

• Reschedule debts, extend repayment period

• Bond schemes (restructure bank loans into bonds 
with reduced principal or IMF backing)

• Swap debt for equity or for conservation
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State owned enterprise

Often related to natural resource abundance.

Blessing or Curse?

Can be problematic even in 
well-governed countries. 

• Discovery of huge natural gas 
field in Netherlands in 1959.

• Dutch currency then 
appreciates

• This will hurt anyone who 
exports.

• “Dutch disease”: effect on 
manufacturing of resource 
discovery.
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“Printing money”

Recall:
Aggregate output  = Aggregate expenditures

(origin of income) (uses of income)

� = � ⋅ � = � + � + � + � − �

• Printing $$ causes G to increase.
• If there are idle resources (capacity to expand 

production), then Q will increase.
• If not, then there is a rise in M or P
• A rise in P  inflation!!!



Zimbabwe under Mugabe



Exchange rates

• Mostly free-floating these days
• In some countries, exchange is pegged to another free-

floating currency (e.g., $US)

• Currency appreciation (and, in old days, purposeful 
currency over-valuations) creates winners and 
losers in ag:
• Why do it? Keep prices down, stabilize prices

• Winners: urban consumers

• Losers: ag producers (who have to compete with cheap 
imports), although some inputs could be cheaper



Monetary policy

• Choices about money supply (occasionally with 
disastrous effect)

• Related choices about interest rate

Historically, governments have tried to subsidize 
credit (keep interest rates low)
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Interest rates

Example: i* (domestic) = 30% nominal, 18% real (inflation adjusted)

What happens when government tries to artificially lower the 
interest rate?

i (nominal)

Q (capital)

D

S

i*

is

QE

30%



Interest rates and credit subsidies

What does this do?

i (nominal)

Q (capital)

D

S

i*

is

QE
QDQS

Credit rationing



Interest rates and credit subsidies

What happens when credit is rationed?

(1) Credit goes to “preferred” borrowers

(2) More likely to invest in (inappropriate?) labor-saving 
technology – why?

i (nominal)

Q (capital)

D

S

i*

is

QE
QDQS

Credit rationing



Macro policy framework
Governments can influence macro conditions with:
• Public policies, investments and expenditures (i.e. macro 

and fiscal policies)
• These include investing in ag R&D, subsidies to farmers, crop 

insurance programs, consumer subsidy programs, rural 
infrastructure investments, exchange rates, etc, etc.

• Laws and regulations
• These include land tenure laws that affect land prices, water 

laws and regulations, immigration laws that affect wage rates, 
business regulations, environmental regulations;

• Institutions
• Government banks, cooperatives, state owned enterprises, 

local governments, marketing boards, defense/security;



Macro linkages with agriculture

Source: Diaz-Bonilla



Macro prices

Government investments, laws/regulations and 
institutions affect prices economy-wide:

• Foreign exchange rates

• Interest rates

• Wage rates

• Land prices

• Prices of ag goods 
(vs non-ag goods)

Governments can 
try to set these

… and these are often 
affected indirectly by 
macro policies



Food Price Stability: worthy objective?

• When prices are stable, the poor are insulated from inadequate food 
intake during short-run price shocks (and supply fluctuations) 

• Economists are skeptical about whether this is feasible or desirable

• Government policies (e.g. nationalizing grain markets and regulating 
prices) actually cause instability

• They are also very costly (e.g. distribution system designed to alleviate 
famine).

• Resources can be better spent on strengthening private investments in 
markets and storage

• Virtual cycle of economic growth, poverty alleviation, price stability

• Expanding productivity of domestic producers

• Think about the probability that household remains above famine line 
in face of combined income and price shock



You try!

• Answer the following questions on Acadly



Domestic price stabilization policies

“How fear turned a surplus into a scarcity”

Planet Money, November 4, 2011

http://www.npr.org/sections/money/2011/11/04/142016962/the-
friday-podcast-how-fear-turned-a-surplus-into-scarcity [start at 2:30]



Venezuela’s financial crisis

• Consumer price index

Source: tradingeconomics.com



Venezuela’s financial crisis

• Oil-centric economy
• Oil prices crash in 2014 ($100/barrel to $26/barrel) due to 

expanded production elsewhere (more supply) and global 
economic slowdown (less demand)
• Oil production drops (state run oil company, under-

investment, can’t pay suppliers, not competitive)
• Limited foreign currency (exports down), black market 

exchange rate decreases
• Government enforces price controls on supermarket  

goods (to “help” consumers)
• But no one can afford imports with the low prices 

FOOD SHORTAGES, BLACK MARKET, INFLATION



Source: PBS



Venezuelan humanitarian crisis

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/venezuelans-suffer-deadly-scarcity-food-medicine


